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ABSTRACT  

Game theory gives a general mathematical framework to quantitatively describe real life 

situations and to characterize the interactions between players representing humans, groups 

of humans, animals, plants, bacteria, etc. The knowledge of the concepts and results of game 

theory can help us identify clearly the different types of interactions and to apply the known 

solutions in order to improve the life level of individuals and the economical efficiency of the 

societies. The terminology and the useful messages of game theory will be demonstrated by 

discussing a simple set of matrix games. Finally we summarize arguments justifying the 

importance of teaching game theory in the secondary school.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of us use dozens of devices (e.g., mobile phone, computer, and LED lights) and enjoy 

the comfort provided by the modern buildings, cars, mass transportation, etc. All these things 

are the products of high technology utilizing the results of natural sciences including physics, 

chemistry, and mathematics. In the last century we have understood the structure of atoms, 

how materials are built up from atoms, and we can determine their macroscopic behaviour in 

the knowledge of microscopic interactions. At the same time, there are many other systems 

(human societies, ecological systems, biological species, languages, etc.) that are composed of 

many interacting objects.  

The elementary interactions between the mentioned small objects are complex in 

comparison to those determining the behaviour of physical or chemical systems. In many 

cases, however, these interactions can be quantified by payoff matrices introduced in 

traditional game theory [1]. For example, in biological systems the strategies represent species 

and the payoffs quantify the effect of their interaction on their fitness measuring the capability 

of creating offspring. Evolutionary game theory [2], [3], [4] gives a general mathematical 

basis for investigating living systems and for understanding phenomena and mechanisms 

controlling human behaviour [5], [6], [7] and Darwinian evolution [8].  

The application of the relevant results of game theory at different levels (from the 

individual behaviour to the decision of managers and law makers) is generally prevented by 

the absence of knowledge of the fundamental concepts of game theory and of the general 

nature of interactions described by games. Game theory quantifies a wide scale of situations 

we face day by day. Sometimes there exist many solutions (Nash equilibria) favouring 

different players. For example, in the coordination (or anti-coordination) type interactions the 

players benefit when choosing the same (or opposite) options whereas the difference in their 

payoffs may be the source of further conflict. For the so-called social dilemmas the individual 

interest suggests the players to choose options that are considered as “the tragedy of the 

community” because they could receive higher income with collaboration.  
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For the illustration of the terminology, concepts, solutions, and messages of game theory 

we first study the donation game and then a simple set of matrix games will be surveyed in 

the following sections.  Finally we will discuss briefly experiences of teaching game theory in 

the secondary school and summarize additional arguments supporting the teaching of game 

theory.  

DONATION GAME 

Social dilemmas occur in a simple way in the donation game where two players (X and Y) 

have two options (“no” and “yes”, in short n and y) to choose. More precisely, they must 

decide simultaneously (without communicating to each other) whether they wish to pay 1 

euro to the co-player for receiving 2 euros. The pure incomes of players should be reduced by 

their investment as it is given in Table 1 for both players for all the four possibilities (called 

“strategy profiles” in game theory).   

Table 1. Payoffs for player X and Y for the donation game. 

 X \ Y          No         yes  

no (0,0) (2,-1) 

yes (-1,2) (1,1) 

 

The intelligent and rational (selfish) players recognize that their own investment is 

beneficial only for the co-player and the maximization of their own incomes advices both to 

choose “no”. Here we have to emphasize that in traditional game theory the players assume 

that the co-players are also intelligent and rational players who wish to maximize their own 

payoffs irrespective of others. Thus the strategy profile (n,n) is a single Nash equilibrium that 

is the suggested solution in traditional game theory. In this case both players are satisfied 

because they cannot increase their own income by choosing another strategy unilaterally. At 

the same time the strategy profile (y,y) would provide them higher payoffs, and hence the 

dilemma.  

The above Nash equilibrium can be found by determining the direction of edges in the 

flow graph for which the nodes represent strategy profiles and the edges connect those 

strategy profiles which differ in only one of the players’ strategies as illustrated in Fig. 1. The 

directions of arrows point towards the strategy profile providing a higher income for the 

active player. In this directed graph the node without outgoing edges represents the Nash 

equilibrium. 

Fig.1. Flow graph of the donation game. The strategy profiles (nodes) are denoted by 

boxes indicating the strategy labels (upper rows) and payoff pairs (lower rows). The Nash 

equilibrium with only incoming edges is denoted by the gray box. 
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In real life situations the donation may be money, food, solicitude, transfer of knowledge 

or experience, and encouragement that has some cost c (here c=1) for the donator while the 

benefit b (here b=2) of donation exceeds the value of cost (in short, b>c).  The essence of this 

game remains unchanged if the donations are not synchronized within a pair or when similar 

games are played by randomly selected pairs of a large population of players. At the same 

time, the repetition of these games implies a possibility to react to the previous decision of the 

co-player. In the latter (repeated or iterated) versions of these games the mutual donation can 

be enforced by following suitable strategies (e.g., tit-for-tat) [5]. Human experiments [6] have 

justified that in general people help each other in similar situations. Evolutionary game theory 

has explored several mechanisms supporting the maintenance of altruistic behaviour in 

similar situations [2], [3], [4]. 

SYMMETRIC MATRIX GAMES 

In the above-mentioned donation game there are two equivalent players with both having 

two options what will be denoted henceforth as D and C strategies. Now we extend this 2x2 

matrix game by introducing the bi-matrix notation. In this notation instead of the tabulated 

payoffs (see Table 1) the game G is defined by the following bi-matrices as 

 ,
)1,1()T,S(

)S,T()0,0(

)R,R()T,S(

)S,T()P,P(
=G 

















 (1) 

where the payoff pairs for each strategy pair are arranged in the same order as in Table 1. 

The equivalence of players for the symmetric games is reflected by the facts that the players 

receive the same payoff if both choose the same strategy and they exchange their payoffs 

when exchanging their strategies. As a result, all the symmetric 22 matrix games can be 

defined by four payoff parameters. The number of relevant parameters, however, can be 

reduced by identifying that the rank of payoffs (order of preference) remains unchanged if we 

add a constant payoff to each payoff component. Consequently, we can choose P=0 without 

any loss of generality. Additionally, we can modify the payoff unit by choosing R=1. The 

games with these rescaled payoff parameters are defined by only two parameters. Thus on the 

T-S plane each point represents a game. When evaluating the flow graph we can then 

distinguish only four types of the symmetric 22 matrix games separated by dashed-dotted 

lines in Fig.2. 

Fig.2. Flow graphs in the four quadrants of the T-S parameter plane where the gray boxes 

indicate Nash equilibria as in Fig. 1. 
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In the region of Harmony (H) games (T<1, S>0) the system has a single Nash equilibrium 

when the maxima of individual and common incomes coincide. In this notation the above-

discussed donation game is located in the region (T>1, S<0) of Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) for 

which each game has a single Nash equilibrium. In the latter case, however, the choice of 

Nash equilibrium provides the same (zero) income for the players that is less than what they 

would get when choosing the opposite strategy mutually. Unfortunately, the original story of 

the prisoner’s dilemma [9] masks and suppresses the importance of this serious social 

dilemma we face frequently day by day. For example, such situation can occur in the recent 

level of specialization (division of work) when the workers decide whether they execute their 

duty fairly or not. Similar situations can be observed among bacteria having two mutants 

(considered as strategies) producing (or not) enzymes that catalyze the extraction of food from 

the environment [10]. The disarmament negotiations and many other examples of social (or 

prisoner’s) dilemmas indicate clearly that the exploitation of others is not a human invention 

rather it should be considered as an existing type of interactions between living objects. 

The Stag Hunt (SH) game represents an interaction where the players do the best when 

choosing the same options, consequently, this game has two Nash equilibria. At the same time 

their income may depend on the strategy they choose mutually and the difference in their 

payoff may be the source of an additional conflict. Examples for these real life situations are 

cases when the players have two options (to use meter or inch as length unit, to install Linux 

or Windows on their computers, to select one of the possible technologies in their work, etc.) 

and some advantage can be realized when choosing the same one. This is the reason why 

these games are frequently termed as coordination games.  

Using the latter terminology the Hawk-Dove (HD) game is an anti-coordination game 

because here the system has two Nash equilibria when the players should choose the opposite 

options (see Fig. 2).  Such situations occur also frequently in the mentioned systems. In 

biological systems the symbiotic behaviour exemplifies this type of interactions. In human 

societies the division of work (or specialization) can create extra profit for the players if they 

divide the task(s) into complementary parts. Anyway, this is the game that two players play 

when entering a room through a narrow door as both player have two options: to be the first 

or second to enter.  

Fig.1. illustrates that we can distinguish only four types of symmetric two-player two-

strategy games whereas we can draw 24=16 different flow graphs for the non-symmetric 

games. The reduction in the number of distinct types is related to the symmetry ensuring the 

same payoff variation for both players when deviating unilaterally from the DD or CC 

strategy profiles. The latter symmetry implies an additional consequence, namely, the sum of 

the payoff variations (of the active players) is zero along the four-edge loop of this flow 

graph. On the analogy of the potential energy in physical systems here we can also introduce 

a potential for each strategy profile that can be given by the potential matrix V. In the present 

example the payoff matrix A and the potential matrix V are expressed as 

 ,
ST1S

S0
Vand

1S

T0
=A 



















 (2) 

where the matrix components, defining payoffs for the first player and potentials for the 

pair of players for all the strategy profiles, are arranged in the same way as in Table 1 and Eq. 

(1). In fact, the potential summarizes the individual incentives along a series of changes in the 

space of strategy profiles when only one player can modify her strategy. The latter property is 

reflected by the equivalent payoff differences in the corresponding columns of A and V. 

Notice that V is a symmetric matrix. The largest component of the potential matrix plays a 
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distinguished role as it identifies a preferred Nash equilibrium. More precisely, the 

corresponding strategy profile is analogous to the ground state (minimizing the potential 

energy) in physical systems. The left panel of Fig. 3 indicates the preferred Nash equilibria as 

a function of the payoff parameters. The mentioned preference selects one of the Nash 

equilibria in the region of SH game whereas the equivalence of the DC and CD Nash 

equilibria is reserved for the HD games. It is emphasized that the state of the “tragedy of the 

community” (gray territory in Fig. 3) emerges within a large region of parameters. 

 
Fig.3. Left panel: Preferred Nash equilibria for selfish (rational) players on the T-S plane. 

Right panel: Nash equilibria for fraternal players for the same payoffs. 

The right panel of Fig. 3 illustrates a way how the “tragedy of the community” can be 

avoided by fraternal players who represent the behaviour of family members or friends. The 

fraternal players agree to share their total payoffs equally. In that case the individual and 

common interests coincide and the dilemma vanishes.  

Two Nash equilibria exist in the regions decorated by checkerboard patterns in Fig.3. In 

these solutions the players receive different payoffs, namely, T and S. The latter differences, 

however, can be eliminated for iterated games if the players alternate the strategy profiles CD 

and DC. 

In the multi-agent spatial evolutionary games [11] the players are distributed on a lattice 

and they play games with their neighbours. Sometimes the players are allowed to modify their 

strategy by following a dynamical rule. In contrary to the traditional game theory [1] here the 

intelligence of the equivalent players is limited. In biological models the unsuccessful players 

are replaced by the offspring of the more successful ones in the spirit of Darwinian selection 

[2]. This approach is adapted for human systems with assuming that players with low payoffs 

imitate/adopt the strategy of a more successful neighbouring co-player. The so-called logit 

rule assumes a higher level of intelligence, because here the players are capable of evaluating 

their payoffs for their possible strategies at a fixed strategy profile in the neighbourhood. In 

consecutive elementary steps they choose one of their strategies with a probability increasing 

exponentially with the payoff.  This stochastic rule drives the systems into the Boltzmann 

distribution that validates the concepts and mathematical tools of statistical and solid state 

physics [12], [13], [14].  

Fig.4. illustrates a process that exemplifies the close relationship (analogy) between the 

physical and social systems (for a more detailed discussion of this analogy see [15]). The 

physical system is the ferromagnetic Ising model where atoms are located on the sites of a 

square lattice and the magnetic moments of atoms can be oriented upward (↑) or downward 

(↓). For the ferromagnetic materials the interactions between the neighbouring atoms favours 

the same orientation, namely, ↑↑ or ↓↓. At low temperatures we can observe and ordered state 

when all the magnetic moments point to the same direction. In the presence of an external 
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magnetic field, however, one of these ordered states is preferred. Fig.4. show a reversal of 

magnetization when initially most of the magnetic moments point to downward despite of the 

presence of an external magnetic field preferring the opposite ordered arrangement. Due to 

the stochastic events atoms with ↑ state occur occasionally but their moments are reversed 

back by the neighbouring atoms within a short time. Sometimes, however, an island of ↑ 

atoms can be formed, and if its size is sufficiently large then the size of this island grows with 

a velocity proportional to the strength of the external magnetic field. The related phenomena 

are well described in the literature of magnetic materials and this knowledge is utilized in 

magnetic hard discs, electric motors, and transformers. 

 
Fig.4. Evolution of strategy distribution for the evolutionary stag hunt game on a square 

lattice for S=-0.4 and T=0.5 at a low noise level. Initially almost all the players use D strategy 

indicated by black boxes on the left snapshot. The system remains in this state until the 

formation of a sufficiently large colony of C players denoted by white boxes in the middle 

snapshot. The territories of these C islands growth and finally (right snapshot) the system 

evolves into the preferred Nash equilibrium where some defects can be present due to 

mistakes in the imitation. 

In social systems the above process can be interpreted, for example, as the spreading of a 

new technology in a society where initially the members (players) use an older and less 

efficient one. In these models the strength of noise quantifies the frequency of mistakes in the 

strategy refreshments and its role is analogous to the temperature in physical systems.  

Besides the above examples there are many other potential games even with more than two 

strategies that can be mapped onto a suitable physical model [12], [13]. It is known that the 

presence of cyclic dominance in the payoffs prevents the existence of potential [14].  

The cyclic dominance is represented by the matching pennies and rock-paper-scissors 

game for two or three strategies [2], [3]. The presence of these components in the interactions 

can help the maintenance of cooperative behaviour in the social dilemmas. Anyway, the 

games with cyclic dominance exhibit some other surprising and general laws (e.g., 

unexpected consequence of external influence [16] and parity effects [17]) that are also 

worthy of teaching. 

MESSAGES OF GAME THEORY 

The above examples have illustrated how game theory can be used for the quantitative 

explanation and classification of phenomena affecting our life directly. Now we underline 

several properties that are not detailed previously. 

First we emphasize the difference between game theory and decision theory that can be 

considered as the first lecture in a course of game theory. Decision theory deals with cases 

when we should select one of the possible options whose utilities are quantified by real 
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numbers (the better choice is quantified by a larger payoff). Here we can recognize that the 

valuation of utilities may depend on the player. Furthermore, the determination of the optimal 

choice is based on the rank of payoffs that simplifies the quantification of utilities.  

In non-cooperative game theory we study situations where n players choose one their 

possible options simultaneously (without collaboration or communication with any of the 

others) and the quantified utilities depend on the choices of all the participants. For most of 

these normal games the players cannot choose the strategy providing their highest individual 

income because of the counter-interest of the co-players. The traditional game theory assumes 

rational and intelligent players who wish to maximize their own payoffs (irrespectively of 

what happens to the others) meanwhile they also assume the same levels of selfishness and 

intelligence for the co-players. For normal games the Nash theorem [18] states the existence 

of (at least one) so-called Nash equilibria from which the unilateral deviation is not beneficial 

for the players. In many games (e.g., matching pennies or rock-paper-scissors) only one 

mixed Nash equilibrium exists when the players choose one of their pure strategies with 

probabilities depending on the payoffs. In these cases the game resembles gambling.  

Fundamentally different difficulties arise for games having two or more Nash equilibria 

because here we need further criteria to choose one of them. The most important problems, 

however, are related to the social dilemmas that exist in a large region of the payoff 

parameters for the normal games. As mentioned above, in social dilemmas the individual 

selfishness enforces the players to choose a Nash equilibrium that may provide a low income 

in comparison to those suggested for their collaboration. At the same time for the latter 

strategy profile(s) some of the players can benefit when deviating unilaterally from the 

collaboration and these possibilities destabilize the collaboration.  

In the light of game theory the mentioned features can be considered as natural laws 

characterizing the interactions between living objects. The systematic investigations of the 

models of evolutionary game theory have already explored relevant effects and consequences 

of these types of interactions [3], [4], [11]. Different mechanisms are discovered that can help 

the society to avoid the trap of social dilemmas. For example, the application of the tit-for-tat 

(TFT) strategies was suggested by Axelrod [5] for repeated prisoner’s dilemma game at fixed 

partnership in the absence of noise. The TFT strategy algorithm chooses C strategy in the first 

step, afterwards the TFT players repeat the co-player's previous step that can be interpreted as 

a punishment of defection and reward of cooperation. In the presence of noise (mistakes), 

however, the use of the forgiving TFT strategy is more beneficial [3], [4], [11]. Nowak and 

Sigmund [3], [4] have evaluated the probability of forgiving (when the defection is not 

reciprocated) that depends on the payoffs. In the absence of forgiveness the strict TFT players 

would punish alternately each other after an occasional mistake.  

Other possibilities [e.g., punishment, reward, and voluntarism] are also explored and can 

be efficiently used in repeated human interactions. Some of the mentioned methods require 

additional cost to be paid by the players favoring the maintenance of cooperative behavior 

that is beneficial for the whole community. This is the reason why the altruistic punishment is 

considered as a second order donation game. 

The limited length of this article does not allow us to discuss other general laws and 

relationships that can be analysed with using the concepts of game theory. Instead of it in the 

following section we briefly survey other arguments supporting the importance of teaching 

game theory in high schools.  
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ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES IN TEACHING GAME 

THEORY 

Children enjoy games. In the ancient ages as well as today games have helped us develop 

skills in order to find a good solution quickly in every-day situations. Theachers [15], [19], 

have reported significant increase in the activity of students in courses of game theory. A 

relevant portion of students have modied their opinion of learning math and other natural 

sciences as they found the related problems attractive and useful. In other words, the teaching 

of game theory has generally improved the reputation of natural sciences including the 

approaches and methods of physics.  

Computers and internet ensure an excellent background/facility for everyone to play the 

games of game theory against each other.  In the last years Alvin Roth (Nobel Memorial Prize 

Laurate in Economics, 2012) and his team has launched a softver that is already used in 

several universities in teaching game theory [20]. Teachers and students can register 

themselves and play games under the conduction of their teacher. When playing repeated 

games against each other or against the computer the students can experience personally how 

to use mixed strategies in the matching pennies or rock-paper-scissors games.  

For the repeated social dilemmas the players can do a series of experiments in order to find 

good solutions against opponents following unconditional cooperation or defection, different 

versions of TFT, random, or win-stay-lose-shift strategies. The necessity of forgiveness 

between to TFT players can also be well demonstrated in situations where mistakes are 

present. 

The investigation of social dilemmas cannot be separated from ethical questions because 

the unconditional cooperators and defectors can be considered as good and bad members of 

the community. The mentioned games illustrates the usefulness of the fraternal behavior. Here 

it is worth mentioning that the importance of altruism and trust in human behavior are also 

investigated experimentally and the results are justified by mathematical models of 

evolutionary game theory.   

For example, in the two-player ultimatum game [21] the first player proposes how to share 

100 dollars between them and the second player can accept or reject it. If the proposal is 

accepted then both players recieve the proposed portions, otherwise the players receive 

nothing. In this game the Nash equilibrium is to propose only 1 dollar for the co-player who 

should receive it as it is more than nothing. On the contrary, the human experiments indicated 

that a large portion of players suggested approximately equal sharing. The latter result is 

related strongly to the experimental fact that most of the players rejected the proposal less 

than 20 dollars. These experiments are  performed by students  who know nothing on game 

theory and social dilemmas. Otherwise the preliminary knowledges modify the behavior of 

players [22]. In other words, the acceptance of social norms (here the fair sharing of income) 

can be trained by playing similar games.  

It is worth mentioning that the necessary trust in human collaborations can also be 

improved by playing the so-called trust game [23]. In this experimental game the players are 

located in two rooms (A and B) separately. Players in room A have to decide how much of 

their 10 dollars is invested and sent to a counter-player (in room B) who receives a tripled 

sum. Afterward players in room B have to decide how much of the tripled money to keep and 

how much to send back to their respective coplayer. The experiments indicated a wide scale 

in the behavior that is improved when the game is repeated by the same players later.  

In traditional game theory cooperative games are addressed to study the formation of 

strategy associations that can provide higher total income for the members of collaborators. In 

evolutionary game theory [10], [11] dozens of models have justified the spontaneous 
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emergence of strategy associations via the Darwinian selection. For example, in sports the 

success of the specialization of players in a football or handball team is well demonstrated. 

Additionally the latter examples illustrate both the importance of high level training 

(teaching) and of finding the best persons for all positions. 

Finally we have to mention briefly the challenges and difficulties coming from the absence 

of traditions and methodology in teaching game theory. Playing different types of games can 

be adjusted to the evolution of the human brain. The experimental investigations of children’s 

behaviour [24], [25] have clearly indicated that human egalitarianism and parochialism have 

deep developmental roots, the inequality aversion and other-regarding preferences develop 

(and can be trained) strongly between the ages of 3 and 8. The mathematical knowledge of 

high school students makes them capable of analysing the above-mentioned problems and 

phenomena with the help of game theory and also discovering the similarities between 

different living systems. The above mentioned examples have demonstrated the application of 

some simple mathematical concepts and methods that can motivate students to learn more on 

vectors, matrices, and graphs. At the same time it implies the necessity of collaborations 

between teaching mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and ethics. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Game theory originally was developed to find the solutions in some traditional games (like 

poker and other card games, nim game, table games, military games, etc.) with using the tools 

of mathematics. It turned out, however, that the concepts of game theory can be efficiently 

used to study the general features of phisical and living systems where the complex 

interactions are characterized by payoff matrices representing social dilemmas, cyclic or 

hierarchical dominance between the distinguishable players. Modern game theory and 

evolutionary game theory give us a tool for explaining analogous phenomena occuring in 

different fields of sciences. All these advantages can be utilized if students learn the alphabet 

of game theory at the level of their knowlegde of  algebra and geometry.  

The efficiency of teaching game theory can be increased significantly by applying the tools 

of informatics as detailed above. These facilities can maintain and enhance the interest and 

activity of students int he high schools and will help them to improve the level of 

cooperation/collaboration in their future life.  
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ABSTRACT  

Colour blindness or colour vision deficiency (CVD) is the most common genetic disorder in 

humans affecting 250 million worldwide. About 8% of males have colour vision deficiency, 

i.e. 1 in 12 boys in schools. Despite its prevalence many teachers do not realise that it is more 

than ‘getting colours mixed up’; it is a problem with distinguishing colours across the 

spectrum. This can impact on the engagement, understanding, and attainment of a pupil. 

Without correct diagnosis at an early age a child’s motivation will be seriously affected. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Colour, something we take for granted, is often a far more complex phenomenon that we 

realise. There are several experiments which can demonstrate this. Our perception if affected 

by many factors including background colours, previous exposure of the eye, and of course 

the physiology of our eyes.  

Teachers are aware of that “colour blindness” is a problem for some students, but rarely 

have any training in dealing with the issues, rarely know who is colour blind in a class, and 

therefore rarely make any adjustments to lessons. 40 to 50 years ago when some of the 

research was carried out, often quoted to justify inaction by authorities, the world was a very 

different place, white chalk on a black board, black and white TV, and textbooks with little 

colour. However the 21st century children are brought up in a very different environment full 

of colour. 

There is little consistency across Europe in either assessment of CVD or strategies to deal 

with it, particularly in schools. Children and parents are often unaware that they are colour 

blind, and many teachers do not have a clear understanding of the special needs of colour 

blind children. Hence pupils can be severely disadvantaged and incorrectly diagnosed as 

being inattentive, underperforming, or requiring other types of special education needs 

support. 

There is very little information readily available as to how best to deal with this issue.  

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF COLOUR VISION DEFICIENCY? 

Our colour sensation is determined by the three different cones in our retinas, commonly 

called the blue, green and red cones. However this is a slight misnomer, as each cone is 

sensitive to a wider range of wavelengths, as will be understood from Fig.1. 
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Fig.1. Diagram showing sensitivity of the three cones in the retina 

The technical terms are as follows: 

 Trichromacy describes ‘normal’ vision which is the 3 cones working together. 

Those with Colour Vision Deficiency may suffer from  

 Protanopia which is “Red” cone deficiency 

 Deuteranopia which is “Green” cone deficiency 

 Tritanopia which is “Blue” cone deficiency 

Often the first two are groups together simply as “red/green” colourblind as the effects can 

be perceived as quite similar, as can be seen by looking at the computer generated 

simulations. 

Birds and animals have visions which differ from what we regard as “normal human 

vision”. Many mammals are what we would call “colour blind”. Dogs for example work with 

only two different cones. Surprisingly, to many, a bull does not “see red” so is attracted to the 

toreador’s cloak by its movement rather than its colour. 

Thankfully, modern technology enables us to simulate what someone who suffers from 

CVD may see when confronted with different colours (Fig.2.). 

Fig.2. Coloured pencils as seen by someone with deuteranopia (left) and with normal vision 

(right), from Colour Blindness Awareness Association simulation by “vischeck” [1]. 
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The effect is often hidden of course because a child has always been taught that that 

“muddy green” he sees is called “red” and so will call out “red” when asked. In fact the vast 

majority of children with CVD leave primary school without realising, and a staggering 50% 

leave secondary school in a similar state of ignorance. Even if they are capable of many tasks, 

those tasks may be much more difficult than for someone with normal vision, or even 

impossible. There are many tales of adults who have little colour sense when it comes to 

choosing clothes etc., and it is quite likely that some of these have CVD but are undiagnosed.  

Two 17 year-old Dutch schoolboys were given a holiday job to pick tomatoes, but sadly 

one lost his job after one morning. He hadn’t realise he was “colour blind” and did not 

distinguish between green unripe, and red ripe tomatoes:  

Fig.3. Green and red tomatoes as seen in normal vision (left) and with deuteranopia (right), 

simulation by “vischeck” [1]. 

EXAMPLES IN THE SCIENCE CURRICULUM 

Where colour is a factor, there may be issues for some children in a class. Remember 1 in 

12 boys suffers from some form of CVD, that is one in every mixed class of 30 pupils (the 

condition is much rarer in girls, 1 in 200, but nevertheless likely to be at least one in every 

school). The degree of severity varies considerably child to child which make diagnosis more 

difficult. However it is estimated at 25% of those with CVD have it in its severest form, i.e. a 

missing cone type, whereas others may simply have a shortage in the balance of cones. 

So as teachers as a first step we should watch out for students who have difficulty 

identifying species, using pH and other colour tests, or identifying colours of the spectrum. 

Apart from using CVD friendly colours, we could do a great service by alerting someone to a 

problem they have but which goes unrecognised. 

Many physics teachers in the UK recognise that the colour coding on wires was changed 

several years ago to enable recognition of the different wires to be more reliably done by 

everyone. The example below shows just how effective this has been: 

Fig.4. Electric wiring in the UK, before and after the change (NORMAL VISION) 
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Fig.5. Electric wiring before and after the change simulated for deuteranopia 

It is clear how easy it would have been before the change to confuse the Phase or Live wire 

with the Earth (as illustrated by Fig.6, too). 

Fig.6. Wires in plugs, normal vision (left) and deuteranopia (right). 

Fig.7. illustrates the difficulty experienced when reading a pH test. The diagram illustrates 

a liquid as seen by a CVD student and his pH test paper to compare with the liquid. Not an 

easy task... although it must be said that the majority of CVD students will have a heightened 

sense of the minor differences in shading that those with normal vision may not spot. 

Fig.7. Testing for pH value, a deuteranopia student’s view 

This all presents interesting challenges not just for the student but also for the teacher. How 

for example should a physics teacher mark a CVD student’s description of a spectrum from a 

prism, in which he/she genuinely only sees two colours. Should he mark as correct the 

division into two colours, or encourage the students to mark in his book different colours even 

though he/she doesn’t see them? Figures 8 and 9 illustrate this. Note that the student labels the 

muddy yellow green as red… which of course some of it is! 
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Fig.8. A page from a student’s notebook. Is making a student record what he doesn’t see 

educational dishonesty? 

Fig.9. Spectrum as seen by someone with protanopia (red blind) 

Interestingly the student in Figure 8 labels what we see as dull yellow/muddy green (in 

Fig.9.) as “red” presumably because he has always been taught that that colour is red. 

The danger is that a teacher may diagnose the student’s difficulties as what he or she 

perceives to be a silly mistake, laziness, lack of ability, lack of effort or inattentiveness rather 

than offering the necessary support. Students may become frustrated, and consequently 

disruptive. Teachers should therefore be alert to possible triggers – any colour confusion – 

that could help them identify that a students may have CVD that can then be easily tested. 

Areas which may cause problems for students with a degree of CVD: 

• Reading litmus paper accurately 

• Undertaking chemical titrations in practical chemistry 

• Identification of metals by the colour of the flame produced when the metal is burnt 

• Accurately reading stained slides under a microscope 

• Carrying out dissections in biology 

• Identification of species of plants or insects correctly 

• Fully understanding coloured diagrams in textbooks, particularly in biology, nature 

• Use of prisms in physics 

• Wiring of plugs in electricity, etc. 
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HOW TO HELP STUDENTS WITH CVD 

Being aware of their challenges is the first step, but also the following strategies are 

helpful: 

• Use Natural light 

• Secondary indicators, e.g. signs on labels, or underline words 

• Use yellow, blue and white for contrast in labels or charts, not green and red 

• Have a sympathetic students as a Colour buddy 

• Make clear boundary between colours 

• Us a set of labelled pencils to indicate true colours 

• Use large objects, held apart, when demonstrating if possible 

• Use contrasts, e.g. red on a white background but not red and green together on a 

white background 

Photographs may be checked using the simulation programme “Vischeck” [1]:  

http://www.vischeck.com/vischeck/vischeckImage.php  

The teacher simply needs to check any photographs used against the type of CVD. An even 

more useful app to help teachers see how difficult it may be is “iDaltonizer”, which enables a 

teacher, on his phone, to see just what the students may see. I would recommend that all 

teachers download this free app. 

It does seem that companies are beginning to develop products that will aid someone with 

CVD too. Spectral Edge, for example is able to help someone produce enhanced images by 

EYETEC technology. These emphasis slight contrasts between the colours of different 

objects. 

A close friend has made with her son who suffers from protanopia, a short video which 

shows how he sees the world [2],  

“Colour Blind Awareness #1ineveryclassroom Rainbow Song”. 

Further information can be obtained from the colour blind awareness organisation [3]. 

@colourblindorg (on Twitter). 

I am grateful to Kathryn Albany Ward of the colour blind awareness group, who has 

provided much detail for this seminar and permission for photographs. 

I would be very interested to hear of science teacher’s experience in this field, either with 

students who have CVD or if they themselves have this challenge. 

The author also has due to be published this year (2016) two extensive articles on CVD 

one in the International Journal of the Institute of Physics, Physics Education, and the other in 

the European Journal Science in School (publication dates are not yet known). 
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ABSTRACT  

In a summer camp for chronically ill children, I have devised a science education program. 

All programs in the camp are organised to provide a feeling of success, which positively 

influences the children's self-esteem and recovery process. Thus the presented programs are 

planned to focus on playfulness, experiential activity, creativity and personal revelation. 

Considering the time and financial constraints, I compiled experiments and activities mainly 

in the field of hydrodynamics and electricity. I designed specific programs for smaller 

children and teenagers and trained the volunteers to mentor the programs. I present the 

structure of the programs, and with the help of some examples show how I built playfulness and 

creativity into them. 

INTRODUCTION 

Bátor Tábor, a summer camp, is a member of the Serious Fun Children's Network that was 

founded more than 25 years ago by the actor, Paul Newman [1],[2]. The international camp 

association has 16 members all over the world, all of which treats children with different 

chronic illnesses (cancer, diabetes I., Chron’s diseases, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, 

haemophilia, muscular dystrophy, etc.) by a method called therapeutic recreation. Bátor Tábor 

is the regional therapeutic recreation centre for Central European children, and thus its 

invigorating adventures are available for Hungarian, Slovakian, Czech and Polish children. 

 

Fig.1. Mosaic of life in Bátor Tábor 
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The camp is situated 60km northeast of Budapest, next to a town called Hatvan, in 

Hungary. Every building and facility had been constructed to meet the needs of children with 

serious illness. Up to 70 children can sleep in the cottages, and the dining hall can seat 160 

guests. The volunteer's cottages can host up to 66 people, with medical attendance backed up 

by a friendly and well-equipped medical building. The camp facility includes a high-ropes 

course, a rowing lake, an archery field, a horse-riding hall, a sports hall, etc., which together 

provide an excellent basis for the recreation therapy (Fig.1). The camp hosts about 1000 

campers per year: one-week sessions for children aged 7 to 18 in summer, long-weekends for 

smaller children with their families in autumn and sessions for the ill children together with 

their siblings in spring. Camp-life is intense, colourful and well organised, and at the same 

time supporting by presenting new challenges and successes. The therapeutic recreation 

method used in the camp has some key elements that we use through the sessions: Children 

experience a positive, receptive social environment which helps them in fitting into their 

groups, making friends and developing connections with the volunteers. The camp programs 

are designed to adapt challenges to the children's personal abilities, thus all of them attain 

personal success. Volunteers continuously give verbal and non-verbal, positive and 

trustworthy feedbacks for the real successes. Furthermore, they reinforce and enhance the 

cooperative attitude of campers with specific games and activities. Since these children 

usually have a negative self-image because of their illness, it is important to mark them with 

positive labels to counterbalance this and to strengthen their self-confidence. Scientific 

investigations confirmed the significant positive effect of these camps [3], although long-term 

follow-up studies are still missing [4]. 

THE RENEWED “MAGIC WOOD” PROGRAM 

Among the other programs there is a so-called „Magic Wood” thematic program in Bátor 

Tábor. The program is situated in a woody part of the camp, and this is where its name comes 

from. Earlier, this program focused on cooperative games and experiences connected to 

nature. Since this program seemed to be less attractive for the children, the management of 

the camp asked me last year to work out a new program, where science is in the centre of the 

activities. For the program development I had to take into account the following circumstances: 

(i) There are sessions for children aged 8 to 13 (children cohort) and aged 14 to 18 (teenagers) 

in the camp. (All campers attend school but most of them had to skip it for shorter or longer 

periods.) (ii) Three different programs were needed for both children and teenage cohorts, two 

of them had to be 80 minutes and one of them had to be 160 minutes long. (iii) The programs 

are visited by children with limited moving abilities, and they have to be completely safe (iv). 

Only about 5 hours are available to train the volunteers (with different backgrounds) to be 

expert instructors in these programs in the summer camps. (v) The foundation pledged about  

350 EUR (100.000 HUF) for the innovation, and this amount of money had to cover all the 

materials and accessories we needed for the new programs. Knowing these constraints, I 

decided to develop programs based mainly on physical experiments, supplemented with 

brainteasers and new cooperative games. Biological experiments I had to exclude because of 

their longer timescale and because of financial reasons. Similarly, chemical experiments are 

generally more expensive than physical ones, and sometimes are not sufficiently safe for a camp 

like this. As I will show later, some applied activities and experiments have biological or 

chemical basis as well, but these are the exceptions. 

The selected physical experiments can be classified into two groups, they are either 

experiments studying complex systems, or they are experimental systems based on simple 

physical laws, which behave spectacularly or counterintuitively (Table 1.)  
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Table 1. The applied physical experiments. References denote videos which present the 

experiments in detail.  

Complex systems Spectacular experiments 

magnetic chaotic pendulum [5] Colouring milk using detergent [6] 

Convection of warm and cold water  

(in simple and rotating tank) [7] 
“Take the coin on dry” [8] 

Instability of warmer salty water 

(fingering) [9] 
Carthesian diver [10] 

Tornado bottles [11] Lava lamp [12] 

 

Further, I intended to offer the campers the opportunity to meet physical laws in action, 

hence I looked for activities where they can build or hack toys or instruments based on 

physics or chemical physics (Table 2.). 

Table 2. Activities based on physical laws. References denote videos which present these 

activities in detail.  

Electricity Mechanics 

Making homo-polar motor [13] Making paper rocket [14] 

Making Faraday train [15] Making rubber band helicopter [16] 

Making lemon and soil batteries [17] Moving boat by Marangoni effect [18] 

PROGRAM STRUCTURE, EXAMPLES 

Every program is managed by two trained volunteers (a program leader and an assistant), 

and there are 2-4 additional volunteers present to motivate and support the children and help 

them if it is necessary. All programs have a background story that everybody is part of: the 

dressed program leader, the assistant, and the children as well. Thus the program is placed 

into a funny and motivating context. Every program starts with a warm-up game which can be 

a cooperative game or a brain-teaser for the group. Then the program leader and the assistant 

give instructions about how to prepare the experiment or build the instrument, while they 

present the safety instructions too. (Naturally, all information is transferred by the characters 

they play in the background story.) After a series of experiments or activities the group arrives 

at the end of the story, which generally starts with a challenging situation and is solved with 

the assistance of the children. The program finishes with a closing process where volunteers 

and children focus on the individual and group successes, and volunteers give positive 

feedback to the children's personal successes. After presenting the general structure of the 

programs, I will show now a specific program for children in detail, and present another one 

which was designed for teens in a less detailed manner.  

So let us see how an 80-minute program for children looked like: Introduction, background 

story: An “alien” arrived at the camp (program leader) and a “scientist” (program assistant), 

specialist of exotic languages, can communicate with her/him. The scientist introduces the 

situation to the children and interprets the alien’s problem. Warm-up cooperative game: The 

alien made a lot of pictures about the birds living in the camp and recorded their songs but 

she/he does not know the name of these birds and could not pair the birds’ pictures with the 

recorded songs. The children now have to work in pairs and collect the pictures of the birds 

and the cards with their names in a cooperative game: One camper is blindfolded and the 

other directs her/his vocally (Fig.2.).  

After collecting the pictures they pair the bird names with the pictures together. The next 

game is to pair the bird songs with the bird pictures. We start with the simplest songs (e.g. 
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Fig.2. Collecting the bird cards cooperatively 

owl, cuckoo) to make the decision easier for the more challenging songs (e.g. great tit, 

nightingale). A solution is accepted only if all of the children are convinced that this is the 

good solution. (Sometimes it was not so easy to attain this state, thus in these cases the 

volunteers helped to reach the correct solution together.) The main activity: The alien is very 

happy because she/he learnt a lot from the children, and as a return she/he teaches them how 

to build a rocket. (The alien is an expert in it, since she/he arrived by a rocket to the Earth.) 

Then the alien presents a ready-made paper rocket to show how and why it flies if one blows 

it out with a help of a straw. After that the volunteers show the children, step by step, how to 

build the rocket (Fig.3. left, detailed description in [14]). When all of the children have 

finished building the rockets and decorated them as well, they put the rockets in action 

together (Fig.3. right).  

 

Fig.3. Building and blowing out the paper rockets. Left panel: The alien (the author of the 

paper) shows the children how to build the paper rocket. Right panel: Rockets on fly. The 

Magic Wood cottage is situated in the background 

Closing: The children and the volunteers form a circle. The assistant announces that the 

alien has to leave now, and since the rocket is ready, she/he can. The program assistant asks 

the children to think a bit about what they have learned from the alien and what they can teach 

her/him. Then everybody has a chance to answer these questions. Volunteers control this 

process and give positive reinforcements both to the individuals and to the group as a whole.  

In the program designed for teens, after telling the background story and finishing the 

warm-up game, the group (10-12 campers) is separated into two parts. One part of the group 

goes back to the Magic Wood cottage and all of them install their experiment of magnetic 

chaotic pendulum with the help of a trained volunteer. The moving of the pendulum is 

visualised by LEDs fixed on a 3V button battery at the end of the pendulum. The motion is 
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recorded by long exposure photographs in the dark room. Children have the opportunity to try 

different number of magnets and initial conditions, several different colours of LEDs and 

different exposure times on cameras (Fig.4).  

 

Fig.4. Experiment with magnetic chaotic pendulum. Left panel: The experimental set up.  

Right panel: Motion of chaotic pendulum visualized by yellow LED in 8 sec. exposure time  

At the same time, the other half-group prepare experiments based on hydrodynamics. First 

they study the convection of warm and cold water in an aquarium, which is a simple but 

impressive experiment that children can actively take part in (Fig.5). 

 
Fig.5. Some experiments in the program for teenagers. Top left panel: Mixing of coloured hot 

and cold waters. Top right panel: Tornado bottles in action. Bottom: Colouring milk by food 

colour and studying the effect of detergent 

Then they prepare their own water tornado experiments and consult the volunteers about 

their observations on the motion of water and air in the bottles. At the end they make the well-

known milk-detergent-food colour experiment (Fig.5). All experiments are preceded by a 
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short explanation of the physical background and a discussion about its role in our every-day 

life. The two subgroups change their positions in the half-time. Again, to make the 

experiments successful means that the children manage to overcome some obstacle or help 

the program leader and assistant to attain some sort of a funny goal.  

CONCLUSIONS  

Programs based on scientific experiments and activities are naturally fit into the general 

aims of Bátor Tábor. According to my experience and feedbacks from children and 

volunteers, youths generally are interested in science, we just have to find the right platforms 

and methods to make it enjoyable. Focusing mainly on physics-based experiments and 

activities helped me to work out relatively cheap and safe programs within the time frame of 

80 or 160 minutes. The most important conclusions from this first series of renewed Magic 

Wood program is that the playful and supportive social environment opens children’s 

creativity and cooperative attitude, and science thus becomes fun for them. The good 

indicator of the success of the programs is that a lot of children chose Magic Wood as a 

facultative program in every session, despite the fact that canoeing, archery or horse-riding 

were among the alternative possibilities. Further, the management regularly collects 

feedbacks from the children and the volunteers at the end of the sessions about the camp-life 

and the programs, and these reports unambiguously confirmed the success of this program.   
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ABSTRACT  

Investigations among primary and secondary school students indicated that young people 

know neither the concepts of game theory, nor its application to different sciences. This 

motivated us to start teaching game theory at an elementary level for three groups. According 

to our experiences the students were open and active participants mostly due to their 

emotional relationship to concrete life situations. In addition to traditional games we 

discussed some social dilemmas and cooperation-type games. At the end of the course the 

interest shown by the students and the knowledge acquired by them were analyzed by a 

questionnaire. In the future a more detailed teaching of game theory is planned in study 

circles to overcome the limitations of regular courses. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The idea of teaching game theory in high schools has been continuously emerging for 

several decades due to books [1], [2], [3], [4] and articles emphasizing the importance of the 

concepts of game theory in the explanation of biological and economical processes and of 

human behaviour. Despite several promising initiations in Hungary [5], [6], [7] and abroad 

[8], [9] game theory does not belong to the standard topics in the high schools. Recently this 

activity is mainly limited to special interest groups.  

When planning the teaching process, the importance of the structured knowledge and its 

relations to other topics (like biology, ethics and social sciences) are taken into consideration. 

As the distorted latent knowledge elements can prevent the acceptance and the integration of 

new information [10], [11], [12], [13]. 

The first impressions indicated that the students' knowledge about game theory is generally 

poor and incorrect. The quantification of these investigations are detailed in the next section. 

The subsequent courses of game theory are extended by playing several types of games, 

meanwhile the student reactions are also quantified by questionnaires. In many cases the 

introduction of game theory is preceded by a short discussion of decision theory when the 

students' reactions are investigated. In this work I report on the student's behavior during 

different "games" and also on their opinion developed by the end of course. 

PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE 

In order to explore students’ knowledge about game theory I designed a questionnaire. The 

first series of questions are related to the concept itself, more precisely, to relationships 

between game theory and toys, gaming, gambling, role play, round robin games in sports, etc. 

The second series of questions are addressed to clarify its application/relevance in 
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mathematics, physics, sociology and economics. In the questionnaire the students have to 

mark “yes” if they find existing connection(s).  

These questionnaires were filled by 35 primary school students and 57 high school 

students. The statistics are shown in Fig.1. Accordingly, the respondents indicated the 

connections between game theory and concepts related directly to different types of games. 

All the students found a link between game theory and some branches of mathematics, 

however, they knew nothing about the application of game theory in biology. At the same 

time they marked connections to physics, sociology, and economics with a decreasing portion 

of responders as denoted on the right panel of Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1. Mapping relationships; Left panel shows the portion of responders who found 

relationship between game theory and the corresponding items. Right panel illustrates the 

portions of students marking the connections. 

In the interpretation of the above results we should keep in mind that young people have no 

clear picture of the structure of sciences and the rising importance of multidisciplinarity. It is 

conjectured that most of the marked connections are denoted by students who are familiar 

with physics and mathematics. The quantitative analysis of the latter conjecture can give us 

arguments supporting the importance of teaching natural sciences in high schools.  

BEHAVIOR IN A PARTY 

The second investigation was performed to study the students’ behaviour when they 

participate in a party and face the quantification and consequences of their decision.  

In the basic situation the students have to assume that they are going to a party in which a 

part of the consumption is covered by the ticket. When showing up the ticket, they can add 

offerings to the organizers who divide it among all the guests equally. The question was: 

What do you bring with yourself?   

The second situation was similar to the previous one. The only difference is that now the 

organizers bring your offerings to the table at which you sit, and during the evening they 

serve the table company with this. The question is the same: What do you bring with 

yourself?   

In both cases three options were distinguished: 1) nothing, 2) cheap, or 3) expensive one. 

The results in both cases are summarized in Fig.2. The statistical analysis is based on 

questionnaires filled out by 57 people who received a short time for marking their answer that 

was not allowed to be modified later.  

The left panel of Fig.2. illustrates that students chose the three options with almost equal 

frequencies in the first case. On the contrary, the portion of altruistic students increased 

significantly in the second case. Simultaneously, the frequency of parasitic behaviour 

decreased.  
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 Discussing the students’ choices allowed us to explore the valuations that motivated the 

students to choose one of the possibilities. At the same time the students recognized the 

possibility and advantage of systematic and quantitative analysis of situations. This was a 

fruitful first step in the process of teaching game theory.  

 

Fig.2. How unselfish young people are? Left panel: first situation; Right panel: second 

situation 

The most important message of the present example is related to the social dilemmas [3], 

[4] when the individual and common interest dictate opposite choices. Namely, selfishness 

prefers nothing to any other options while all the members at the same table benefit if they 

give something to the public goods. The latter choice is enforced by the possible punishments 

and rewards in the same community during the party. Such situations and methods to 

maintain the cooperative behaviours are well discussed in the literature of evolutionary game 

theory [3], [4], [14], [15]. 

CHEATING 

The present situation is adopted from the students' lives in the school when the wrong 

decision can be avoided routinely by following one of the behavioural schemes developed 

after a sufficiently long learning procedure that is recorded in the right hemisphere of the 

human brain [10], [14].  

The students are requested to imagine the following situation: Exam is coming and you are 

not prepared. When you enter the room, a classmate gives you a cheat sheet, which contains 

his name on it. He asks you to give it back at the end of exam, because he will need it later. If 

the teacher catches you cheating, he takes it away, and you can continue the work. Each 

student's dilemma: Are you going to use the cheat sheet? 

In the second version of the previous experimental game the basic situation is slightly 

changed by setting the consequences more serious: If the teacher catches you cheating, he 

takes the cheat sheet away, and sends you to the director’s room. 

The third round contains the prospect of an even more severe punishment. If the teacher 

catches you cheating, takes it away, and sends you and also the owner of the cheat sheet to the 

director’s room. In all three situations the students should answer the same question 

mentioned above. In these analyses 74 people participated and the results are demonstrated in 

Fig.3. 
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Fig.3. How responsible are young people? 

The above results are also consistent with those described in the literature of evolutionary 

game theory and human behaviour. Recently, for the experimental investigation of the human 

behaviour, the personal reactions are considered by creating a real-life situation by playing 

suitable games. Consequently, the spirit and approaches of physics can be well recognized in 

these multi-disciplinary research fields. Namely, the general laws are approximated by 

mathematical formulae, mathematical tools are used to extract quantitative consequences and 

general relationships that are contrasted with experiments.   

TALE AND MATH 

After playing the above games and discussing their consequences as well as the direct 

applicability of the results in our every-day problems, the students accepted the relevance of 

mathematics. Waking up their interest, they become active in learning math. As a result, the 

students mastered the basic concepts of game theory: players, decisions; possible strategies; 

decision chart, payoffs, quantification of payoffs, and dilemmas. The possible modes of 

representation applied: the matrix and graph forms of representation were introduced in 

normal and extensive games. Examples used in the class prepared for high school students 

were drawn from book of membership clubs [16].  

It is observed that the quantitative investigation of situations in life has improved 

significantly. Students apply the matrix form with pleasure. Although the analysis of a fable is 

time-consuming, it is instructive and enjoyable. One example for this is the well-known fable: 

The fox and the stork. Fig.4. shows the transformation of this tale to the terminology of game 

theory.  

 

Fig.4. One fable in matrix and graph form 

In addition to this advantage, the game theory gives us possibilities to extend their 

mathematical knowledge.  
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The group that took part in the survey faithfully reflected the displayed standards of social 

behaviour. Increasing the penalty appears free-riding dilemma on the game theory [7].  

Beyond the present theme for processing I found a lot of other interesting ideas to help the 

kids in understanding. In lessons the students were involved in real interactions, and then the 

situations was analysed, interpreted. The life situation affected the teaching and the social 

relationships, and the analysis of literary works equally [1].  

In accordance with the summary measurements the students learned a significant part of 

the processed topic. Because the durability of knowledge is influenced also by the experience, 

such processing of science provides a good opportunity for experience-based learning [2]. 

The topic contains mostly unknown parts. Data processing does not make a significant 

difference in topic processing. 

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS 

The reactions of the students demonstrated clearly that they enjoyed the participation in 

these types of lessons where they were involved in real interactions as well as the subsequent 

mathematical analysis and interpretation of situations they experienced.  

Here I have to mention the reaction of one of the students who participated in these 

lessons. A participating student told me the following words about the work: “During this 

time, we learned how to address certain situations by applying a set of rules. It is noteworthy 

that these things are "standards", because people often do not consider and decide on their 

own and others’ positions and the opportunities under the current momentary mood. And so 

perhaps we could be more effective people.” 

The above opinion reflects clearly the interest of this young generation in understanding 

problems related to fairness, cooperation, cheating, and exploitation. They easily understood 

the necessity of strategies (punishment, reward, reciprocity of both the cooperative and 

defective strategies in repeated games) that support the maintenance of cooperativity in the 

human societies. 

It was nice to see in the classroom how easily the students applied the game theoretical 

concepts for the analysis of problems they were deeply involved (e.g., the divorce of their 

parents). 

Depending on the high school’s ICT equipment, some tests of simulations could also be 

implemented. If the students' background knowledge in mathematics are satisfactory, some 

situation analysis is possible, too. In the good case the social sensitivity of the students 

changes positively with the help of the tests and concrete examples. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Teaching game theory in the high schools is enjoyable for both the students and teachers. 

The combinations of playing games with subsequent mathematical analysis are found to be 

extremely useful. The students easily learned and applied the basic concepts of game theory.  

Additionally a relevant increase in the reputation of the quantitative analysis (in contrary to 

the hand-waving discussion) is observed. The variations in the viewpoints and opinions of 

students are accompanied with an improved activity in lessons of mathematics, physics and 

other natural sciences.  

One of the main aims of teaching game theory is to promote the social integration of 

students by the enforcement of keeping social norms. Recently we are at the beginning of 

utilizing the concepts and results of game theory in the education in order to increase the level 

of cooperative behaviour in the human societies.  
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In the light of the above advantages we wish to continue these efforts. The goals involve 

improvements in methodology, to find further games and simple mathematical methods that 

can be studied in high schools.  
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ABSTRACT  

After a short introduction to statistical physics, the Ising model, and its Monte Carlo simulation, 

we discuss the insight offered by such modelling to decision taking in small social groups. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Sociophysics is a relatively new branch of statistical physics that became a field of active 

research in the last decades. The name has been given to it by the French physicist Serge Galam, 

eventually called the “father of sociophysics” [1]. Below we introduce sociophysics through the 

example of how a community takes some decision; we would like to convince our readers and 

through them their students, too that a well-chosen physical analogy, in this case the Ising model 

of magnetic ordering, may offer some unexpectedly interesting insight to such a human game.  

We begin with a quick look at the broader physical background. Statistical physics came into 

being in the second half of the 19th century, as serious indications appeared that matter around 

us is composed of tiny particles – atoms, molecules – interacting with each other and their 

environment. Because of their small sizes, all we see as material properties is actually 

expressing a statistical average of an enormous number of atoms, molecules, or their still 

smaller components, like electrons in a metal.  

By now all that became one of the most extensive fields of physics, describing a wide variety 

of phenomena, using a huge mathematical apparatus [2]. However, it has a simple core that can 

be thought in the secondary school, requiring only some acquaintance with the exponential 

function. Maxwell was the first to calculate the velocity distribution of atoms in an ideal gas, 

flying around, eventually colliding and exchanging energy and momentum among themselves. 

That was extended by Boltzmann to the case when the atoms, still statistically independent, are 

moving under the action of an external force, controlling only the sum of their kinetic and 

potential energies; he was the first to write down that the probability for an atom to be in a given 

state (place and speed) depends only on its energy E in that state, and the absolute temperature 

T, in the form  

  (1) 

(“Boltzmann distribution”), where k = 1.38  J/K is the Boltzmann constant, whereas Z is 

a normalization constant (“partition function”), assuring that the sum of the probabilities of all 

possible states should be 1 since the system certainly has some state. Looking at the above 

formula, one sees that matter prefers to be in the states of smaller energy, however, high 

temperature is against such a statistical selection by energy; everything is determined by the 

ratio E/kT.  
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A major step forward was taken by Gibbs who discovered that the above formula refers not 

only to ideal gases but also to strongly interacting systems; however, then E denotes the energy 

of the whole system, not just an atom of it. Of course, for statistics to make sense, we have to 

imagine the system in many copies (“Gibbs ensemble”), or since to actually manufacture or just 

buy many copies would be too expensive, let it be just one of the copies, but do the same 

measurement a number of times on it, and evaluate the statistics of the many measurements.  

One of the simplest examples for it, the Ising model explaining ferromagnetism, offers good 

chance to present the satistical physics way of thinking at high school and give it a quick test. 

Let us take a permanent magnet, e.g. a cube of magnetized iron, and imagine we are able to look 

inside and see its atoms carrying magnetic spins. According to the model, the magnetization of 

the iron cube depends on whether these spins are arranged to point in the same direction; those 

materials are called ferromagnets (iron, cobalt, nickel, and a few insulating crystals), for which 

that ordering happens spontaneously. It has been discovered by Pierre Curie that on heating up, 

the spontaneous magnetization decreases, and at a sharply defined temperature (“Curie point”) it 

vanishes.  

The source of spontaneous magnetization is the interaction between atomic spins; the 

simplest model for it, now called Ising model, has been presented in the PhD thesis of Ernst 

Ising. According to the model, a spin can take just two directions: up or down; for the i-th spin 

that is described by the number  = +1 or -1. The energy E of the system of interacting spins 

depends on the orientations of all spins, as described by the formula  

  , (2) 

where is the coupling between the i-th and j-th spin, H being the external magnetic field. If 

each  is positive (that makes a material ferromagnetic), without external field (H=0) the 

energy will reach its minimum if all the spins are oriented in the same direction – it doesn’t 

matter which,  is positive anyway. That kind of ordering is found by the material, if the 

temperature is not too high.  

As for people, like atoms or their spins, there are a lot of them, and they can be coupled to 

each other and their environments in various ways. You can call it an analogy between the two 

kinds of systems, although interactions between people are of course qualitatively different from 

those between atoms. That cannot stop us from applying the methods of statistical physics to 

social systems. Of course, human relationships are by far more complex. Social processes are 

determined by individual as well as collective behaviour. To study the latter, one needs insight 

into human relationships, a major subject of sociology. Similarly to statistical physics, where 

one is not interested in individual atoms, just their collective behaviour, sociologists study the 

collective behaviour of people. In the case of small groups – students in a class, or inhabitants in 

a condominium – collective behaviour is often dominated by pairwise interactions between 

people, which gives us a chance to use Ising-type models to get insight into the life of human 

communities.  

Forces exerted by one atom on another depend on the distance between the atoms, as well as 

some of their physical properties, like electric charge, magnetic moment, or mass. Irregular 

motion of atoms is characterized by temperature: warming up means faster motion, which 

disturbs the ordering effect of forces. Analogously, “faster motion” of people means they are 

subject to many side influences, “they have little time” to pay attention to each other; in 

collective behaviour that means weaker interaction (weaker communication, less attention); they 

follow many other things, loosing contact to each other.  

The environment influences a system not only through the noise of thermal motion; 

sometimes it exerts ordering effect on the system. For atoms, that can be an external 
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electromagnetic field or gravity; in ferromagnetic ordering, an external magnetic field. For 

human communities, that can be a dominant personality, or some special knowledge of a 

member of the group.  

Returning to the example of magnetic ordering, with Equation (2) in view, one can use 

Equation (1) to calculate the probability of a given configuration of spin orientations; all you 

need for it is the absolute temperature T. Once you know the probabilities, you can calculate 

mean values (statistical averages), e.g. the mean value of the magnetization  under 

vanishing magnetic field (H=0), and you can check under which critical temperature will the 

average magnetization be different from zero: that is, the temperature under which spins are 

oriented in one of the possible directions with high probability, which makes a magnet be a 

magnet.  

If spins are arranged into a one-dimensional chain and only neighbours are coupled by the 

same positive coefficient J, it is easy to calculate everything in simple formulas, as done in 

Ising’s thesis; however, the results are not too exciting. For the case of spins sitting on a two-

dimensional lattice, Onsager carried out the same calculation in a horribly complicated way; 

don’t worry if you have never learned how. In three dimensions, there is no solution in the form 

of closed formulas, however, there are efficient methods of numerical calculations; that is what 

we propose below for our readers and their students.  

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS  

Since we want to follow the probabilities of random motions, we use the Monte Carlo 

method, applying random numbers [3,4]. That general method can be applied by students to 

obtain interesting results by not too complicated tools. Within the Monte Carlo method, we 

apply the ingenious Metropolis algorithm that starting from some initial spin values, iteratively 

visits all spins in a lattice, repeating several times; individually flips a spin or not (see below); 

after each round calculates the magnetization, and repeats all that until reaching thermal 

equilibrium, in which – apart from tiny fluctuations – the magnetization does not change any 

more.  

Whether in a given round a given spin flips over or not is decided within the Metropolis 

algorithm in the following way:  

 assuming that the actual state of the spin has flipped from -1 to +1 or from +1 to -1 resp. 

(according to which state it has been found in), from Equation (2) we calculate the energy 

change  accompanying the flip, which determines the acceptance probability W:  

  (3) 

 generate a random number between 0 and 1, and decide if we accept the assumed flip or not: 

                     accept     if the random number  ≤   W, 

                     reject      if the random number  >   W.  

The easiest way to illustrate the Metropolis algorithm is through Excel macros written in Visual 

Basic language. Students can write the program themselves; the results are seen immediately.  

Let us take a square lattice of size 25×25, having one spin in each cell. Except those on the 

boundary, each cell has 4 neighbours, interacting with each of them by the same coupling 

constant J, and not coupled to non-neighbouring cells. The different behaviour of the boundary 

cells is responsible for surface energy; it is a complication for the calculation that can be 

avoided by applying a periodic boundary condition, turning the square lattice into a torus. It is 

easy to build that into the simulation program: the lower and upper boundary lines, as well as 

the left and right boundary columns, become neighbours to each other; thus each cell has 4 

neighbours: the iteration can be carried out under the same conditions for each cell.  
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Fig.1. Excel worksheet for the simulation  

It is easy to display spin values in each cell by painting the corresponding Excel cells white 

(S=+1) and black (S=-1). This simulation is not too fast (painting makes it still slower) but 

offers students the chance to follow visually as spins keep flipping during the steps of iteration. 

As output, we evaluate M/N, where M is the total magnetic moment of the square lattice (on the 

surface of the torus), whereas N is the number of cells: 625. The value of the parameter kT/J can 

be changed by a scrollbar; k is Boltzmann’s constant. As the initial state, we assign a random 

spin to each cell; spins are updated in each round of iteration according to the Metropolis 

algorithm (see Figs.1.,2.).  

Fig.2. Spontaneous magnetization as a function of temperature, calculated from the Ising model 

by Monte Carlo method with no external magnetic field (H=0) in 7 different runs of 100-step 

iteration, kT/J changing from 0.1 to 5.0 in steps 0.1. The phase transit-ion from ferromagnetic to 

paramagnetic state is clearly visible; its temperature agrees well with Onsager’s prediction for 

the Curie point, k /J =2.27. Similar calculations can be done with external magnetic field, 

causing non-zero magnetization for T >  , too. 

THE SOCIOPHYSICAL APPLICATION: COLLECTIVE DECISION TAKING  

Now we turn to our main topic: utilizing the model for the study of social systems. We recall 

that the Ising model can be applied in cases where there are but two options: “yes” and “no”, 

corresponding to “spin up” and “spin down” [5,6]. A convincing collective “yes” or “no” 

decision would correspond to magnetic ordering.  

A simple situation open to Ising-like modeling is this: the community of a school class has to 

decide whether their next excursion would be directed to a mountain or to a lakeside. They are 

assumed to decide by majority voting. Any decision is acceptable; no decision would be a 

trouble.  
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The basic analogy is clear: if the students pay attention to each other’s preferences, it helps 

them in reaching a decision favourable to many of them. Still, in connecting the case to a 

ferromagnetic model, to choose the right parameters is the critical step. Majority voting 

corresponds to measuring magnetization: if +1 point is given for a vote for mountains, -1 for 

lakeside, the majority outcome is decided by the sign of the sum M. However, for a class of N 

students, it is the ratio M/N which characterizes how convincing the decision is.  

In the magnetic model that depends on the temperature; more exactly, on the ratio kT/J. It is 

not easy to tell what “sociological parameter” would correspond to that ratio in our decision 

taking problem. The answer is not unique, so it is worth asking students what they think about it, 

how should one characterize the strength of the connections among them (e.g. the average 

number of a student’s friends), and the factors detracting their attention from the question to 

decide (e.g. the number of topics they used to discuss among themselves in a break, or a 

forthcoming test exam). You may try various suggestions and compare the results. In the model 

there is one more parameter: the external magnetic field H. In the social case that might 

correspond to an extra possibility of sporting activity, or a cheap lodging at one of the possible 

destinations; eventually just the lack of it, which may influence the decision for some or many 

of the voting students.  

Leaving the school, other minor social groups may get into similar situations. An example is 

a condominium – a house of separate flats, each owned by its inhabitants – where from time to 

time collective decisions have to be taken. If it is a binary decision, say, there is a hole on the 

roof: fix it now or save the money and put there a washbasin for some time, you can use an 

Ising-like model to analyze the situation. Again, the question is how to characterize the strength 

and character of the human connections, as well as the attention devoted to the particular 

problem, all influencing the decision. That is a problem of sociology, and physical modeling can 

help get insight to the outcome of the decision process. Again, there are “external fields”: 

various factors influencing the opinion of each inhabitant.  

While encouraging our readers to invent more and more examples of social decision taking, 

we emphasize the limitations; in particular, larger communities – like a bigger city – can take 

collective decisions on questions of extreme importance, like communal traffic; however, in 

questions of minor importance, it would fall into smaller units (districts or even streets) taking 

their own decisions on the same issue. If you just think how different we people are, it is very 

surprising to obtain any insight into social problems at all through simple models. A deeper 

reason for that can be that there is little cross-talk between the levels of organization: chemistry 

is played by electron clouds, utterly insensitive to fine properties of atomic nuclei; minor 

chemical differences between people play no role except under the extreme circumstances of 

transplantation, and in many, many questions of the society, the multiplicity of opinions matters 

only in the exceptional moments one counts which answer is given by more of us about some 

deliberately posed question. On occasion, a clever simplification successfully expresses the 

essential points of what happens, and results in functional models; sometimes – like in the case 

of failed economical predictions causing small or big collapses through the things omitted from 

the model – in sour disappointment: the world now and then reminds us that we are adult 

persons, so we should better not mix up fairy tales with reality. Still, simple models help us 

surprisingly often to get some orientation about various problems of our narrow or broader 

human enviroment, and good statistical physics analysis may eventually offer you some help 

that would be hard to get otherwise.  

THE SYMMETRY ISSUE  

In the Ising model the interaction is symmetric: spin  “i” spin acts on  spin “j” by the same 

strength J as “j” acts on “i”. Human connections are usually not symmetric. Beyond physics, we 
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have tried the model for asymmetric interaction (its theory is quite complicated, see [7]). We 

assume coupling J to the right and upwards, and qJ (0<q<1) to the left and downwards. Figure 

3. is an illustration; the main property is that magnetization first seems to reach thermal 

equilibrium, then flips over in a random way. In human decision taking: once a decision seems 

to be taken, it may turn into the opposite if you keep on discussing.  

Fig.3. Time dependence of magnetization under asymmetric spin-spin coupling  

CONCLUSIONS  

Passages between remote fields of science are sometimes surprisingly fruitful, e.g. a lot can 

be learned about complicated social problems if you use simple physical models. That is the 

object of the recently opened branch of science called sociophysics. A relatively well clarified 

part of it is decision taking in small communities, to which one of the emblematic simple 

models of statistical physics, Ising’s model of magnetic ordering, offers interesting insight. The 

topic can be taught in high school using simple numerical tools. Social phenomena are usually 

more complicated than the systems studied in physics, therefore attention should be paid to the 

limitations of a given model; an example is asymmetric coupling.  
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ABSTRACT  

Food satisfies a basic need of living beings, but in human society it has assumed many other 

meanings (cultural, social, ritual, etc.). The supplied energy to the human body is trivialized by 

the indication of the calories on the packaging but it is completely disconnected from the 

students' scientific knowledge. Some learning path focused on the energy aspects related to food 

is proposed. Starting with the most obvious ones (how much energy is available to the body by 

eating some food and how it can be related to the calories listed on the package) the students 

can explore the most hidden aspects of the topic, such as the energy cost for food processing, 

packaging, distribution, preparation and consumption. How much fossil fuel was consumed for 

the production of a portion of spaghetti? The concept of sustainability is introduced and the 

evaluation of the dietary practices according to this criterion is suggested, helping to form 

better informed citizens who are more aware about energy sustainability. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The choice of designing learning paths in which energy, food and sustainability are interlaced 

arises from motivational reasons. Theoretical and empirical studies on the relationship between 

interest, motivation and learning process are widespread in educational research [1, 2]. From the 

educational point of view, it is essential to understand how and why students are involved in 

new topics and such approaches are effective [3-5]. Motivation and interest may facilitate the 

learning process increasing student involvement both in laboratory and in class discussions. 

Food plays an important role in students' everyday life, it allows to encounter complex systems 

and to examine them from an interdisciplinary point of view. Moreover, the intertwinement 

between energy and food is rarely deepened in school education. 

The exploration of energetic aspects tightly related to food enables to design activities in 

laboratory which are much more interesting for students than the usual ones. Furthermore, 

energy is a relevant issue in physics and in science education and it can enhance the scientific 

literacy of people. 

The main goal is to introduce to sustainability [6, 7] by using a scientific sight. In nature, 

when an animal population manages natural resources in an unsustainable way, the final 

outcome frequently leads to extinction. When a human society makes use of environmental 

resources in an unsustainable way, the main effect can be its collapse [8]. 

Since sustainability plays a central role in present and future for human societies, United 

Nations are promoting the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development containing Sustainable 

Development Goals [9]. In August 2012, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon launched the 

Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) to foster a global network to mobilize 

academia, research institutes, civil society, and the private sector in pursuit of practical solutions 
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for sustainable development. The regional hub for the Mediterranean of the Network is 

coordinated by the University of Siena [9].  

In this context, educational pilot actions were developed in order to promote knowledge in 

sustainability and they are summerized in the next section. During the implementation, new 

learning paths in physics and science were developed showing how this topic can be useful for 

clarifying some relevant disciplinary knots in science education.  

These early experiences were reserved to small groups of motivated students and few 

teachers were involved in laboratory. A relevant outcome was the request of developing learning 

paths for integrating these issues into ordinary didactic at school. An interdisciplinary learning 

path, articulated in activites in science and physics laboratories, involved all students of a small 

high school. The most significant aspects of this experience are reported in the following 

section. Results and conclusions are presented in the last section. 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIONS IN PHYSICS FOR SUSTAINABILITY 

Sustainability is an unavoidable issue of citizens' curriculum and scientific literacy, too often 

used and abused by mass media. It is increasingly present in contemporary society and recurrent 

in the media, in advertising and in the policy guidelines of organizations such as the EU and the 

UN. Physics can be useful for clarifying the scientific context in which many relevant issues of 

real world can be quantified.  

Physics education can contribute to introducing sustainability by showing how investigation 

of the physical world is an unavoidable step in finding sustainable solutions, In particular, many 

methodologies and skills developed by physicists can be useful. A minimal list in this sense 

contains at least problem posing [10] and solving in complex situations, technical skills (like 

measurements, estimates, approximations, modelling) and how to interact in an interdisciplinary 

context.  

Moreover, the Scientific Method is a powerful methodology at the base of physical 

description of nature and it is central in finding effective solutions in real complex contexts 

through the iterative process oscillating between hypothesis on which theoretical models are 

developed and experimental verification in the real physical world.  

On the other side, for physics education in secondary school, sustainability can be like a 

Trojan horse that conveys the interest from everyday reality to scientific concepts, involving the 

students in new laboratory activities. Moreover, teachers can be engaged in professional 

empowerment and in active applied physics educational research. 

Since 2014, educational activities were designed to introduce the concept of sustainability 

through meaningful activities in physics education. The main ones are the following: 

Summer Schools of Physics [11, 12] briefly presented below, 

USiena-Game [13], a match of a competition between 3-5 secondary schools performed at 

the university on specific themes (Stem cells, Sustainability, Europe). Educational tools 

designed in this contest were useful for the assessment in other actions, 

Fostering best practices in school, supporting teachers in designing and realizing learning 

paths in physics and sustainability. An example is reported with some details in the next section. 

In each action one or more educational materials on energy and food were designed and tested 

with students.  

Since 2006, 35-40 students from high school are selected every year to attend a full 

immersion summer school of physics in Siena countryside (the Pigelleto Natural Reserve or a 

historical small town, Pienza). The students (age 16-17) are proposed within the National Plan 
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for Science Degree [14] by a network of schools in southern Tuscany. The focus of the summer 

school is always on physics laboratories, active and cooperative learning, peers communication. 

The 2014 edition, entitled Physics for sustainability. Science and knowledge for a better world, 

was focused on energy, food and marine plastic debris. There was an excellent feedback by 

students and teachers. The edition of this year was entitled Let’s measure the world. Physical 

tools for finding sustainable solutions and reached the same results. 

The sustainability was introduced in both summer schools by using analogies for visualizing 

concepts, for example to distinguish between oversimplifications, sustainable situations near to a 

breaking point, stable sustainability subject to changes in boundary conditions that can destroy it 

and finally to a sustainability based to natural laws and active practices (see Fig.l.) 

 

Fig.1. Different types of sustainable situations are visualized by using the analogy of a system in 

stable or unstable equilibrium in gravitational field in various situations. 

As example of activity, a laboratory on problem posing and solving is presented. The initial 

problem was to estimate a physical quantity in a real context relevant for the theme, then it had 

to be modelled, approximated, checked and the model had to be refined. Are there hidden 

variables? Which experiments can be performed for validating or confuting the hypotheses? Is 

the scale factor relevant? Search for problems related to the theme in local, intermediate and 

macroscopic scales. Is it possible to find sensible solutions? Which action could mitigate the 

actual unsustainable situation by involving my family and my friends? Or the whole school, or 

which other community can make the difference by assuming a responsible behaviour? The 

students discussed for choosing the problem and assess the physical impact. Is the proposed 

solution significant, economically viable, socially acceptable? Some teachers attending the 

summer school suggested to realize a learning path on food, energy and sustainability in their 

school for all students. 

A PILOT IN A SECONDARY SCHOOL  

An interdisciplinary learning path was designed and realized in a small high school  

(50 students aged 14-18, two physics teachers and a science teacher, a lab technician) in 

collaboration with the university.  

The starting point was that the supplied energy to the human body by some food is usually 

trivialized by the indication of the calories on the packaging but it is completely disconnected 

from the students' scientific knowledge. Activities were introduced by open questions like: How 
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much energy is available to the body by eating a portion of food and what is the relationship 

with the calories listed on the package? How much energy is needed for food processing, 

packaging, distribution, preparation and consumption? How much fossil fuel was consumed for 

the production of a portion of spaghetti? Or a banana? Can we measure these energies in 

laboratory or estimate them by looking for information in database or elsewhere? Is my 

favourite menu sustainable? What is its carbon or water footprint? The answers were searched 

by a preliminary discussion in class and followed by activities of problem posing and solving 

and/or through experimental activities in laboratory.  

A science laboratory in which a device designed by students (see Fig.2.) was realised for 

measuring the calorie content of small quantities of an aliment. The apparatus consists of a 

metal support for the food, the combustion is initiated by a piezoelectric gas lighter away from 

the test tube in which there was a known amount of water. The measurings of the burned mass, 

the initial and final temperatures of the water allowed to estimate the calories in the food. 

Discussion on the results obtained by different groups for the some kind of food clarified that 

the apparatus gave only an estimate and not a quantitative result. On the other hand, a qualitative 

analysis for different food outlined a relevant boundary condition for the following 

measurements: the humidity.  

      

Fig.2. Left panel: the experimental apparatus for evaluating the calories of foods made in the 

science lab, where a student was starting the combustion. Right panel: the apparatus during the 

combustion.  

Since the beginning of the last century [15], calories in foods are measured by using a bomb 

calorimeter [16] to carry out the complete combustion of a solid or liquid substance in the 

presence of excess oxygen. The combustion reaction is initiated with electrical ignition. This 

type of constant-volume calorimeter, shown in Fig.3. on the left, consists of a small cup to 

contain the sample, oxygen (pressure 20-30 atm), a stainless steel bomb, water, a stirrer, a 

thermometer, a Dewar flask or an insulating container (to prevent heat flow from the calorimeter 

to the surroundings) and ignition circuit connected to the bomb. 

The teachers and the technician soon agreed that this apparatus was not safe to use in an 

educational laboratory and too expensive. Thus, a modified bomb, shown in Fig.3. on the right, 

was designed, realized and tested by the university group.  

In the modified bomb calorimeter, food samples are partially burned in a metal cylinder, 

immersed in a mixing calorimeter with water [17]. A constant flux of compressed air allows 

combustion, blasting hot flue gases through the water. The food sample is wetted by a small 

quantity of alcohol whose vapour is ignited by electric wires. 
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Fig.3. Left panel: Section view of a bomb calorimeter [18].  

Right panel: The modified bomb calorimeter. 

The heat balance is described by  

 ∑     
   Qs+ Qign + Qcal = mX + Qign +C(TinTeq)=0. (1) 

where Qs is the heat generated by the combustion of the sample, Qign the heat from ignition 

(electrical energy and heat from alcohol's combustion), Qcal the heat exchanged by the 

calorimeter, m is the burned mass, X allows to determine calories content, Tin and Teq are the 

initial and final temperature of the water in the calorimeter, and C is the heat capacity of the 

calorimeter, determined by a calibration and usually referred as its "water value". The heat 

generated by ignition was determined by a series of measures with no samples, the electrical 

energy necessary for starting ignition resulted negligible while the contribution from alcohol's 

combustion was been determined. The new device (Fig.4.) allows to obtain full reproducibility 

in measurements and quantities are in good agreement with calories in database. 

The learning path shows clearly that the science lab is focused on qualitative observations 

(useful and good for distinguishing the main contents of food, in terms of lipids, sugars and 

proteins). In school practice, a science teacher never proposes to estimate uncertainties or 

compare measured calories with food nutrient database. On the other hand, a physics lab is 

focused on quantitative measurements, uncertainties are estimated almost every time. The two 

devices explore complementary experimental aspects and together give a much deeper insight in 

natural phenomena. 

     

Fig.4. Left panel: Prototype of the modified bomb calorimeter showing the flow of air bubbles 

in the water. Right panel: the apparatus used by students for a measurement.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Food and energy are a good choice for introducing students to sustainability. Motivation and 

interest were enhanced in students and in teachers, too. New paths in laboratory were designed 
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and remained available for curricular education. A clarification in basic topics was achieved, 

such as differences in estimates and measurements, or in qualitative lab compared to 

quantitative lab. The main result was the comprehension of the concept of sustainability in this 

context. All teachers are continuing and expanding these activities in the current year. 
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